
All Change - Band Bio

In 2012, MYL turned to singing as a source of comfort and therapy to help cope with his father's 
progressing dementia. In 2013, MYL asked his long-time friend and aspiring rapper/producer Chase 
Cohen to join a Rap Rock band that would heavily incorporate influences from other genres, that he 
wanted to start up. Chase Cohen agreed and the duo recorded a vocal demo to aid in recruiting like 
minded individuals. Some months into their search they were eventually joined by Jay, a drummer, 
Leo, a guitarist and Tom, a bassist. With five members recruited, they named the band OutsideIn 
(this name was chosen as they were currently on the outside of the music business, looking in), and 
got to work on composing. The aim was to produce a raw and anthemic explosion of sound, that not 
only entertains, but also invokes deeper thought and emotion within the listener, to strike a more 
heartfelt connection.

In early 2014, the band were scheduled to record their first single, however Jay decided to leave and 
pursue other things a couple of weeks before the recording. The band not deterred by this, sought 
out a session drummer and completed the recording. Unfortunately it didn't meet their expectations 
and with limited resources to re-record and no drummer, the remaining four members did the next 
best thing... Started recording at home using electronically produced drums. 

A couple of months later they recruited a new drummer, Josh and by mid 2014, the band had their 
first and only live performance as OutsideIn, as Josh left the band a few months later. Back down to 
four members and failing to find a suitable drummer, the band felt it was time for a change. They 
revised their strategy and decided to use produced drums in live performances too. To compliment 
this new direction, they renamed the band and as a result All Change was born. The now foursome, 
backed by produced drums, took to the stage as All Change and ended 2014 on a high. However 
soon after beginning the new year (2015), Tom informed the band that he would be parting ways. 
MYL, Chase Cohen and Leo continued creating and recording new material at home and planned to 
continue acoustically, but were soon rejoined by their former drummer Josh and new bassist Laura. 
Later that year, All Change performed acoustically at the Loose Cannon to a four hundred plus 
audience, to help raise money for the St Giles Trust charity (the charity's cause is to break the 
offending cycle). They were commended on their performance that night by vocalist and former 
Xfactor winner Sam Bailey and went on to perform more shows throughout 2015. 

In 2016, All Change released their first EP titled “It Begins” (this contained material from the 
beginning of their musical journey, which utilised electronic drums), recorded and shot the video for 
their official debut single “Chains”, scheduled to be released in early 2017 and focused on 
composing new material for the year ahead.

All Change are currently preparing to perform and release their new content throughout 2017...


